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Introduction

Our Corporate Responsibility Principles define our understanding of acting responsibly towards our customers
and business partners, as well as the environment. In this context, sustainable procurement of our resources and
compliance with social and environmental criteria throughout the global supply chain play a significant role. With
our buying policies, we intend to assume responsibility and communicate our goals and requirements to our suppliers and customers.
To ensure our responsible use of natural resources, the ALDI SOUTH Group is committed to the principle of sustainability when sourcing private label products containing paper or wood(-based) components. Our forests are vital
ecosystems which provide important habitats for humans and animals, absorb carbon dioxide, produce oxygen,
and protect groundwater. We are committed to supporting sustainable and responsible forestry, the protection of
our highly valuable forests, and the exclusion of the use of wood from uncontrolled and endangered forests. This
Wood Buying Policy serves as a guideline for implementation by our employees and our business partners alike.
Although we have already been able to meet most of the requirements, we strive towards a complete implementation by the end of 2020, at the latest.

2 Scope of application
The scope of application of our Wood Buying Policy covers the following areas:
•	All of our private label products containing paper or wood(-based) components. This also includes products of
our ALDI Photo Service. Products made from bamboo, cork, and cellulose-based fibres (in textiles) are currently
excluded.
•	All packaging materials containing paper or wood(-based) components used for our private label products. This
applies to individual product packaging but also to outer cases and transport materials. This definition includes,
for example, packaging cards, hangtags, sleeves, and user manuals, but does not include stickers, adhesive
labels, or cork/cellulose-based inlays for fresh meat packaging.
• Internal use of paper and advertising materials

3 Goals and requirements
The following goals and criteria apply to the above-mentioned product groups and areas of application:
1.	Full implementation of all legal requirements and duties of care, for example, as defined the Swiss regulation on
the declaration of wood and wood-based products ('Schweizer Verordnung über die Deklaration von Holz und
Holzprodukten').
2.	Excluding the use of endangered types of wood and wood from highly valuable forests (such as conservation
areas, national parks, nature reserves, primeval forests), except for raw materials which are sourced from certified sustainable forestry.
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3. By the end of 2020 at the latest, at least one of the following criteria must be fulfilled:
i.	Use of 100 % recycled materials for our products, at internal level, and for advertising materials (e.g. The Blue
Angel eco label) and use of a minimum of 70 % recycled material for packaging.
ii. Chain of Custody (CoC) certification by the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®),
iii.	Chain of Custody (CoC) certification by the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes
(PEFC)
To protect the rainforest, we follow our "ALDI SUISSE Palm Oil Buying Policy" when sourcing products which contain
palm oil or palm kernel oil. This policy is also published on our www.heutefürmorgen.ch website.

4 Active implementation and verification of compliance with our requirements
At ALDI SUISSE, we implement our sustainability requirements in close cooperation with our suppliers. The status
of implementation is verified on an annual basis.
In the case of products containing paper or wood(-based) components, the respective type and origin of the
wood, the production facility, and the type of certification are already queried within the scope of the tender and
then also specified in the contract.
For all FSC and PEFC-certified products, the validity of certification is always verified and – in compliance with the
applicable requirements defined by the relevant certifying body – the products concerned and the corresponding
advertising materials are then labelled accordingly.
This buying policy is reviewed on a regular basis in accordance with the latest sustainability-related developments
and updated as required.
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